1: Metal Stud Frame
2: Concrete Foundation Wall
3: ArmorWall BG (R10, R15, or R21 Standard)
4: #14-13 Self Tapping Screw
5: Pipe Penetration
6: ArmorSeal Sealant BG (Gunnable Grade) at Pipe Penetration
7: Dorken Delta-MS Dimpled Membrane Installed Vertically or Horizontally
8: ArmorSeal Sealant BG (Gunnable Grade) Transitional Lap to Foundation Waterproofing
9: Foundation Waterproofing

DETAIL TITLE:
ARMORWALL BG TO METAL STUD FRAME/CONCRETE FOUNDATION WALL - PIPE PENETRATION

NOTES:
- PRE-DRILL CONCRETE SUBSTRATE PRIOR TO FASTENING ARMORWALL PER MAXLIFE INDUSTRIES FASTENER INSTRUCTIONS.